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1N'TRoDUCT ION
The design of Supersonic nor,..les is becoming; increasingly complex as
conflicting requirements for low noise, hiKtier eltirieney, and wider opera-
ting range are driving Lhe designer toWa.d mote variable geometry and mul-
tiple stream flown. Anal y sis toviniques must be modified and expanded to
rake into account thvSv additional complexities and still retain the rapid
1	 computational rats` nvevsnary for optimization and design Studies. A nozzle
analysis must handle More flow Streams, move Complex geometries, And more
hightly distorted initial protiles. This paper discusses some moditications
to a method for calculating; the poilormance characteristics of supersonic
ejeeLor nozzles and demonstrates the imptovvmvnt in results the modiliea-
tions provide.
BACKGROUND
In roterencer; 1 and .' a method is presented for anal y r.ing the flaw
field In an .axis y mmetrlc ejector nozzle having a Supersonic core and a Sub-
sonic Secondat, Ilow.	 The core clew IS treated with the method of charac-
teristics, the Stcondar y flow with a one-dimensional analysis, and the mix -
ing oL the two str.'ams With a semi-empirical relation trot. A). 	 For a con-
ical choked cure no .le a sonic line initial profile is obtained using the
method of reference 4. This code is used as a design and optimization pro-
cedure and takes about : minute, eL CPU t ime oa an IBM IuO.
It IN demonstrated in reterence : that the hhapO oL the initial profile
can have a significant el lest on pertotmancv.
Comparison between Llows wit! unitoum punt iIon and flows With the' more
roalistiv profiles predie'ted by the method of role'tence 4 Show dlttei'ences
of about 1 percent in noeele etticiency. 	 Comparisons with data show that
the results based on the realistic Prot IIon are in much better agreement
With experiment.
?ltltaG ICAVIONS 1'O ANAINsIs
In response to the Ioqulrvments of newer :supersonic nozz1v designs, the
method tit reterence I has been extended to ana ly :e two separate concentric
supersonic core tit roams. The' st roams are assumed to be separated by a Slip
I the and no mixing; e1 the two core St reaMS is considered. The mixing of the
Muter core stream with the secondar y flew is retained. In this geometry the
outer core throat is no longer a conical conVergont nozzle, and the initial
protil i batted on reterence i are no longer valid.	 It a central plug is
present norther core throat ma y I - conical. The significant radial compo°
nont of velocity in the throat i"gions implies that a uniform initial pro"
file is probably net appropriate.
(t
lA transonic tiwv—dependvnt analysis; by M. Clino W1. `a ) was Used to
generate realistic initial profiles for the outer stream ell these contigura-
t'ions. This Analysis was applied to the outer core stream in the immediate
neighborhood of Lhr throat, including a short region downSt.ream of the lip.
A Constant pressure boundary condition was used at the slip line. The use
of this procedure for initial profiles produevs a significant change in the
nozzle performance and a better comparison with experimenttal data.
lily;SUINS
Figure 1 shows Lhe two axisymmvLric geometries discussed in this
paper. The shroud contour and the outer tan stream nozzle lip are identical
for both geometries. fuse i has an isontropic Splitter between the fan and
core flows, a short core plug and internal supersonic expansion in Lhr con-
trnl core sLrram passago. fuse 11 has a conical splitLor and a larger diam-
eter, longer plug. The spliLLvr between the two core flows is assumed to be
very thin. The central core flow is choked at the end of the splitter.
The flow fields produced by two different initial profiles in Lhr outer
core stream were an y v od for each geOMVLl,y. Ono profile had at uniform Mach
number along a Straight line.	 fife flow angle varied linearly beLweein the
two solid boundaries Lo match the Langeney condiLion. The second UP tial
profile was obtained by appl y ing the transonic analysis of reference 5 in
the throat region of the out or core flow. A lino with supersonic veloci-
ties was chosen from thin Solution as the initial profile. The central core
flow was assumed to have a uniform init ial protile.
A comparison of the Mach 1. U1 lines from each profile arc shown in tit—
ures 2W and (b). In each case it is clear that the straight line profiles
are not a very good approximation to the more realiSLie result from the
transonic analysis.
	 In figure Va l nOLe the overexpansion on the splitter
due to its upstream curvaLure. The Lransonic SoluLions also indicate a more
complex flow ankle variaLion than the simple linear change for the uniform
profile.
Comparison of the pertormance parameters for each initial profile are
shown in liguros ika) and W. The gross thrust voefticiont (the computed
thrust divided by Lhe :cum at the ideal thrust of the two core flows) is
plotted as d function of sconda ► ry mass flow ratio (secondary mass flow divi-
dod by total mass tlow). The thrust coetf icients are presonted along with
some unpublished expvrimental data on these geOMVLries taken at l.ewi;,
Research Center.
	 The values eat gross thrust cootticient above I.O are Lho
result of neglecting the secondary mass flow in the ideal thrust ComputaLion.
The more realist is Wit iall pint ilob from the analysis of reference 5
reduce Lhr thrust coefficients by about 1 11: percent. The reduction brings
the value in better agreement with the experimental data.
	 Similar conclu-
sions Can be observed Lett both configurations.
WNGlXS INNS
The initial profile for a nozzle flaw Can Signiticantly affect nozzle
perforwanct.	 Part. icular care should be used in those cases WiLh large ra-
dial velocit y
 component s and wall curvature near the nozzle exits. Special
efforts to obtain realistic initial profiles for alnalyLical work will
greatly improve the validity of the results.
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Figure 1. - Ejector geometry.
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